A Resolution to Approve the Standing Rules of the Judicial Branch

Abby Waidelich (for Chief Justice Taylor Marsilio) introduced the following resolution directly to the General Assembly.

* * *

Whereas the Undergraduate Student Government represents all undergraduate students at The Ohio State University, and

Whereas the Judicial Panel shall maintain the Undergraduate Student Government Standing Rules of the Judicial Branch, and

Whereas at the beginning of every General Assembly term, the Chief Justice shall submit the Undergraduate Student Government Elections Bylaws to the General Assembly in the form of legislation, and

Whereas the Judicial Panel reserves the right to propose all amendments to and correct any spelling, or grammatical errors of the Standing Rules of the Judicial Branch, and

Whereas the Judicial Panel has identified sections of the Standing Rules of the Judicial Branch that require further clarification or adjusted parameters to ensure this efficient and equitable process, and

Whereas the Judicial Panel must first pass the amended standing rules through the General Assembly with a simple majority vote;

Therefore Let it Be Resolved that the General Assembly approves the accompanying document to serve as Standing Rules of the Judicial Branch of the Undergraduate Student Government of The Ohio State University.

Floor Vote— Passed with 0 abstentions

Abby Grossman
President

Abby Waidelich
Vice President

Date Adopted:  September 16, 2015  

Date Terminated:  __________________